BREATHE THE DIFFERENCE
mining and tunneling experts

“BREATHE THE DIFFERENCE“

Work hard,
breathe easy.

We can do everything!

But we don’t have to.

Korfmann ventilation systems are modular in design.
They are precisely customised to the requirements
of the construction sites where they are used and
in accordance with our customers’ wishes. The
possibilities are inﬁnite as different modules can be
chosen and combined from our accessories catalogue. Investing in Korfmann products will not only provide you with high-quality ventilation systems but you
can, of course, expect solution expertise, advice and
product knowledge provided by our engineers, from
planning to commissioning.

The Best laid plans can fail.

Pinpoint any location!

For any challenge regarding underground worksites
we offer the appropriate solution – however tough
the requirements may be. Because Korfmann Lufttechnik GmbH does not only develop, construct and
install ventilation systems, it also provides the
conception and service for it. Offering a unique
dimensioning layout of the ventilation system may
include heating, cooling or dedusting, for example.
And if our systems are to be used in urban spaces
we will render acoustic simulations to come up with
solutions to meet civil requirements and standards.

Handling the logistical process of ventilation systems
we look back on more than 100 years of mining history
providing us with the proper experience and expertise.
Our engineers apply this extensive know-how to transport material into restricted working environments.
Especially to those with limited spaces prevailing at
underground worksites. Either compactly packed in
quickly installable containers or divided for optimised
transport underground. A comprehensive and easy-tounderstand set of collation and packaging lists facilitate logistics handling while minimizing incurring costs.

We guarantee that they won’t.

We’ll get it there.

No need to know it all.

Where energy ﬂows ...

Maintenance and servicing by Korfmann Lufttechnik
GmbH offers the best guarantee for satisfactory
operation of our systems and the preservation of highlevel resilience and longevity. As a further option
supplementing our range of products and services we
offer speciﬁcally trained technicians to provide direct
assistance for all ventilation systems. Maintenance,
air-pressure monitoring, vibration analyses or emissions measurements are only some of the training
options to choose from. We gladly provide full life-long
support for your projects, production engineering and service.

Developing, constructing and installing sturdy highquality ventilation systems isn’t where we stop. In fact
it’s where we begin optimisation using Korfmann
software which has been developed speciﬁcally to
obtain and control the necessary ventilation-related
data. Once that data is retrieved by our engineers they
will adjust the economical control technology with
regard to the highest energy efﬁciency possible. Of
course, this also includes the provision of the necessary statistical proof to ensure our customers’ satisfaction while lowering their energy costs.

We can teach you.

... our focus goes.

Project examples
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